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The general description of the surfaces encountered by Sir
Douglas Mawson and the members of his parties was not so en-
couraging; but then Sir Douglas was travelling in comparatively
low latitudes, between 69° and 70°, and his route lay over the
sloping ice-sheet not far from where it meets the open water: a con-
dition likely to induce high winds, crevassed areas, and sastrugi.
Mawson's Magnetic Pole party led by Bage travelled farther from
the continental edge, but was not more than 120 miles from the sea.
Bage mentions sastrugi only twice during the first seventy-five miles
of travel, and lists the snowy wind-drifts only once as being one foot
high; the others must have been lower. Later on he remarks on
sastrugi six inches high, then for three days very few. After that
they travelled for five days over fairly good surfaces, then he men-
tions "some old sastrugi," then "surface smoothly polished."
Notwithstanding the difficulties which were actually encountered
by Mawson's sledging-parties in the Adelie Land area, Bickerton
did use an air-screw tractor, in reality an aeroplane minus its wings,
and taxied it several times over a route ten miles long. The surfaces
on any part of that route if suitable for taxi-ing must have been suit-
able for an emergency forced landing.
It is only logical to assume that conditions inland from the
Adelie Land would provide food in the form of seals and penguins.
The fuselage of the Northrup Gamma was large enough to -accom-
modate a pilot and navigator, a sledge, skis and snow-shoes, sleep-
ing-bags, tents, engine covers, and heating stoves required for con-
veniently starting the engine in cold weather. The machine was, of
course, equipped with a two-way wireless as well as an emergency
radio outfit. The final design incorporated a 6oo-h.p. Wasp engine,
giving a possible speed of 215 miles per hour. It had sturdy, short,
and wide skis made of wood, sheathed with metal. The skis were
interchangeable with wheels and pontoons, so that we might use
the machine on any type of surface. A unique feature was the flaps,
a very new feature in 1932, which permitted us to land at the com-
paratively low speed of fifty miles an hour and take off in a short
distance.
After the aeroplane was selected it was necessary to find a ship
which would accommodate the machine in the hold for safe trans-
port through the stormy waters we should cross to reach the Ant-

